Download Math Exponents Worksheets
Worksheets for powers & exponents, including negative exponents and fractional bases. Choose from simple or
more complex expressions involving exponents, or write expressions using an exponent. The worksheets can be
made in html or PDF format (both are easy to print).
On this page you find our math grade 6 exponent worksheets for primary math school covering basic exponent
worksheets, identify the base and exponent worksheets, worksheets with squares and cubes, the expanded
version of exponents and more.
Exponent worksheets contain identifying base and index, writing exponents in standard and exponents form,
evaluation expression involving exponents, simplifying expression by applying the laws of exponents and more.
A number having power is termed as exponent. Practice taking exponents of numbers with the help of our
exponent worksheets.
Exponents Worksheets. This page contains links to free math worksheets for Exponents problems. Click one of
the buttons below to see all of the worksheets in each set.
Reading and writing exponents worksheets. Our grade 5 exponents worksheets introduce the use of exponents,
including the special case of powers of ten.
Here you can find over 1000 pages of free math worksheets to help you teach and learn math. But that\'s not all,
here you will be able to learn math by following instructions from our experienced math professors and tutors.
Exponent notation and expressions. Our grade 6 exponent worksheets expand our use of exponent notation and
include whole number, fractional and decimal bases, negative exponents, expressions with exponents and
equations with exponents.
Algebra 1 Worksheets Exponents Worksheets. Here is a graphic preview for all of the Exponents Worksheets.
You can select different variables to customize these Exponents Worksheets for your needs.
Math. Sail through this vast expanse of printable math worksheets compilation for students of grades K-12,
steering through topics like number sense, measurement, geometry, statistics, pre-algebra, algebra, and a
multitude of high school topics.
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